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ABSTRACT 
The method of Gershgorin disks, givin, - an estimate of eigenvalues of a matrix, 
is extended to a method of covering simultaneously the spectra of certain families 
of continuous linear operators acting on a Banach space. Optimality of such estimates 
is established in two special cases concerning spaces of continuous functions, and 
a general result about properties of disconnected covering regions is proved. 
1. SPECTRUM LOCALIZATION PROBLEMS 
By a spectrum localization method we mean a method of finding a region 
in the complex plane which covers the spectrum o(T) (or its nonempty 
part) of a given linear operator T acting on a Banach space X, or which 
covers the union of the spectra of a family of such operators. Recall that 
o(T) is the set of all complex numbers il such that A - T has no continuous 
inverse. (Here the complex number il is identified with the operator 
x + ?&.) 
In this paper, we shall investigate spectrum localization methods 
based on the introductory perturbation theory lemma: If T is invertible 
and for a norm v on X the inequality IIT-lL 11” < 1 holds then T + L is 
also invertible. Here iiTIIv = sup{v(Tx): v(x) < 1). Indeed, 1 + T-IL is 
invertible [l, VII.G.l] and (T + L)-l = (1 + T-lL)-lT-l. If we write 
T = I3 - )3 where o(B) is known, a little logical manipulation yields 
a(B + L) c o(B) U {A: lea(B) and 11(;2 - B)-lLlj, > l}. (1) 
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The classical result of S. A. Gershgorin [2] for an n x n matrix A = 
(aii)~+i is included in the above formula as follows: Take the maximum 
norm in Cn as v, so that IIA 1 Iv = maxi xi 1~~~~1, then decompose A = 
B + L where B = diag{a,,,. . , a,&, and the condition “1 E O(B) or 
II(1 - B)-lLl), 3 1” reads 
“Iii - aiil < C laijl for at least one i = 1,. . . , n,” 
j#i 
i.e., o(A) is covered by a union of circles. This result has been generalized 
and refined by many authors; a wide review of earlier papers is found in 
[ll] and [12]. 
It is seen easily that the Gershgorin circles cover the spectra of a whole 
family of matrices B + H where \&I < laijl, i # i and /zzii = 0. Moreover, 
a(B + H) as well as the set of all H’s remain unchanged under diagonal 
similarities A + D-lAD while the Gershgorin regions may vary depending 
upon D. In fact, R. S. Varga [13] proved that the intersection of all 
Gershgorin regions for D-lAD contains the union of all o(B + H), and no 
extra points. Again, extensions, generalizations, and refinements of this 
result abound and their review has yet to be made. 
In the present author’s thesis [5], an attempt was made to formulate 
a general spectrum localization problem, motivated by the matrix case. 
Here we reproduce a slight modification of it. 
DEFINITION 1. Given a Banach space X, we denote B(X) the set of all 
bounded linear operators X + X, and specify: 
(4 a collection .Q G B(X), playing the role of diagonal matrices ; from 
the computational point of view, we require that the resolvent L ---f (1 - B)-l 
and thus a(B) be known for all B E 39; 
(ii) another collection 3’ c B(X) mhose elements aye looked at as 
permissible Perturbations of B’s ; 
(iii) a supply JV of norms equivalent to the underlying norm in X 
(replacing diagonal similarities in the matrix case), and 
(iv) a relation < (“majorized by”) between B(X) and Y such that 
L < L always and H < L implies H <O L where H <O L means for all 
B E s%‘, for all 14 a(B) and for all v E N, 
II@ - B)-lH)l, < /IV - B)-lL(I, 
The quadruple (a, 9, N, 4) is called a Gershgorin problem; associated 
with it, the set 
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G,(B, L) = o(B) U {A: Ago(B) and I/(1 - B)-lLlI, 3 l} 
is the Gershgorin set of B E a, L E 9, and v EN, while 
G,i,(B> L) = n Gv(B, L) 
YEN- 
is the minimal Gevshgorin set of B and L. 
Combining Eq. (1) with (iv), we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. For all B E g and L E 2, 
HILu(B + 4 c Gmin(B, L). 
When, for a particular Gershgorin problem, the above inclusion turns 
out to be equality, we say that the spectrum estimate is sharp. Sharpness 
has been established, as we mentioned, for the matrix case by R. S. Varga 
in [13]; B. W. Levinger and K. S. Varga in [8] showed how to eliminate 
extra points from G,,,,(B, L) to get UH_,L a(B + H) if H < L means 
lhijl = l&l. 
The element-wise matrix case was extended to partitioned matrices by, 
among others, the authors of [4, 10, and 141. 
The purpose of the present paper is an extension in another direction, 
namely to operators in possibly infinite dimensional spaces. In particular, 
two examples of Gershgorin problems together with sharpness statements, 
as well as simplifications of the unnecessarily complicated three-quantifier 
formula defining the relation H +, L, are presented where X is a space 
of continuous functions. 
However, the next section still deals with properties of a general 
Gershgorin problem. 
2. SEPARATED SUBREGIONS 
In the matrix case, a separated subregion of the Gershgorin set contains 
as many eigenvalues (multiplicities counted) of each B + H as there are 
from B + L where H < L. This was proved for particular Gershgorin 
problems through continuous dependence of eigenvalues upon elements 
of a matrix (a prototype of such proofs is found in [2]). For a general 
operator, we cannot even count the points of its spectrum in a reasonable 
way, hence we shall express this kind of conservation in terms of invariant 
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subspaces, which is equivalent to counting eigenvalues in the finite- 
dimensional case. 
Recall that if o is a subset of the complex plane such that u fl a(T) 
is an open and closed subset of o(T), the spectral projector 
E(o, T) = (24-l 
s 
(2 - T)-l djl 
r 
(where r is a finite collection of Jordan paths surrounding c fl a(T) 
counterclockwise and missing a(T)\,u) commutes with T and maps X onto 
an invariant subspace X, of T such that u(TIX,) = u fl u(T) (see [l, VII. 
3.20). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 5 G B(X) be a class of operators which is pathwise 
connected (e.g., convex), S = UTES u(T), and let M be a bounded subset 
-- 
of S such that the closure A? is disjoint with S/M. 
If To, T, E 9 then the invariant subspaces E(M, TJX (i = 0, 1) are 
linearly homeomorphzic (even homotopic) . 
LEMMA 1. (A slight extension of [l, VII.6.7.1) Let E, F be two 
projections on X such that 1 IE - F I( < min(llEll-l, j\FlI-1). Then EX’= FX. 
Proof. The operator FE: EX + FXisl-lsincexEEX,FEx=O 
implies EFEx = 0 and 
but lIEI * IIF - El\ < 1 implies JIExll = 0. As in the proof of the quoted 
lemma, FEF: FX + FX has a bounded inverse R, and given y E FX, 
we can define x = EFRy E EX such that FEx = (FEF)Ry = y, showing 
that FE maps EX onto FX. By [l, 11.2.21, FE is a linear homeomorphism 
between EX and FX. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 2. There is a path Ti, t E [0, 11, connecting To 
and T1. The projection-valued function P: P(t) = E(a, T,) is well-defined 
(the corresponding integrations may be taken along the same contour) and 
uniformly continuous on [0, 11. Finding a subdivision 0 = to < * * - < 
t, = 1 such that 
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we can apply the previous lemma 9 times to obtain P(O)X g P(l)X, as 
asserted. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If G,,,(B, L) (B E 53, L E 9) contains a nonemflty closed 
subset M separated from the rest then whenever H,,, H, < L, the spectral 
invariant subspaces of B + H, and B + H1 corresponding to M aye linearly 
homeomorphic. 
Proof. This will follow from Proposition 2 after we observe that the 
set {B + H: H <o L} is convex. Q.E.D. 
3. GERSHGORIN ESTIMATES IN SPACES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
The first example of a Gershgorin problem is a direct extension of 
Varga’s result [13, Theorem 61 for matrices. X will denote the space C(S) 
of complex continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space S, also 
considered as an algebra under pointwise multiplication, and its real 
valued part considered as a vector lattice. The letter e stands for the 
constant function on S with value 1. 
PROBLEM (A). 58 is here the set of all M,: M,f(s) = g(s)f(s) with 
g = M,e E X; consequently, a(M,) = g(S) and (A - M,)-l = M(A,_,,-l; 
9 consists of all nonnegative operators from B(X); 
JV contains all norms Y g : y,(f) = llM,-Y11 = w{lf(s)l/g(s) : s E S> for 
strictly positive g E X; therefore, IlLI jyg = IIM,-lLM,/ / for L E B(X) ; 
H < L means IHf 1 < Lf for all f E X, f > 0. 
Let us quote a representation theorem for operators from B(X)-a 
consequence of [l, VI.7.11. 
PROPOSITION 3. Given T E B(X), there is a continuous mapping 
r : S --f [C*(S), w*] (i.e., into the space of regular Bore1 measures 09% S with 
the topology of pointwise convergence on X) such that 
(1) Tf(s) = f dr,, 
s 
s E s, 
S 
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IITII = szf Wd. 
Moreover, T > 0 iff z 3 0. 
PROPOSITION 4. Given L E 8 and H E B(X) as in Problem (A), the 
following assertions aye equivalent: 
(4 H< L; 
(ii) H +, L (see Definition 1) ; 
(iii) for all nonnegative a, b E X, j(M,HM,(J < )JM,LM,I(; 
(iv) if q, A represent H, L, respectively, as in Proposition 3, then for 
every Bore1 (OY every closed) set E c S and for all s E S, 
Ir@)I < I,(E) oy, equivalently, varh, E) d A,(E) 
(all four options). 
REMARK. Condition (iv) is the closest to the relation between n x n 
matrices (hii), (lij) requiring that Jhij\ < lij; just take one-point sets 
from S = (1,. . ., n}. Moreover, if we restrict 9’ to the integral operators 
L : Lf(s) = Js 0, t)f(t) @u(t) with ,U 3 0 and 12 0, and if “H < L” reads 
“H +, L and H is representable as Hf(s) = ss h(s, t)f(t) @u(t)” then H < L 
will mean \h(s, t)I < Z(s, t) f or all s and (when s is fixed) for p-almost all t. 
Proof. (iii) is just a convenient technical substitute for (ii) which 
asserts that (\M,-l(il - M,)-IHMh(( < (jM,-!(A - M,)-lLMhjj for all 
h > 0, ggX and leg(S). 
(i) G- (iii): Let H < L, a 3 0, b > 0 and [[fll < 1. For every s E S, 
IM,HM,f(s)I = a(s)IH(b - f)(s)\ d a(s)-W - f)(s) 
= IM,LM,f(s)I < I1MaLM,ll~ 
now take the supremum of the leftmost expression over s E S and 1 If I [ < 1. 
(iii) * (i) : Let f 3 0, E > 0. Part (2) of Proposition 3 implies that 
((T(I = j\Tel( for T 3 0, so that (iii) gives j\M,Hf )I < J jM,HM,II < 
I(M,Lf II for all a > 0. Choosing a : a(s) = [E + Lf(s)]-l, we obtain 
hence IHf(s)j < E + Lf(s), valid for all E > 0, so H 4 L. 
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(i) 3 (iv) : First, let F c S be closed, s E S, E > 0. By regularity, 
there is an open set G 2 F such that both var(q,, G\F) <E and I,(G\,F) < E. 
Denote F1 = S\G and find f, E X such that 0 < f, < e, f,(F) = {I), 
f,(F,) = (0). Then 
= 5f~di~+Si6di,+~<,laiF)+2c forall .e>O, 
G\F F 
so IQ(F) I< WI. Th is inequality extends to all Bore1 sets E due to 
regularity, and that involving variation is established by taking disjoint 
Bore1 subsets of E. 
The final implication (iv) 3 (i) is easily established for nonnegative 
finite-valued Bore1 measurable functions; for continuous functions it is 
obtained by uniform approximation. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence, Problem (A) is a Gershgorin problem with every 
L E 9 majorizing as many H’s as 99 and JV allow. 
PROPOSITION 5. For every B E 39 and L E 2’ in Problem (A), 
R,=Uo(B+H) 
H-CL 




where IL - BI = M12,_s,~ and r(T) is the spectral radius of T. 
If L is compact then every Ri (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is equal to 
RI, - o(B) U U o,(B + H), 
H-CL 
where (J, is the set of eigenvakes. 
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REMARK. The Gershgorin circles appear in RB, if we fix the scaling 
function h. Indeed, IjM,-l(1 - B)-lLM,lI > 1 means that there is an 
s E S such that [h(s)]-l\1 - Be(s)]-lLh(s) > 1 (since, as we mentioned, 
T 20 implies (/TII = jITe\j), i.e., i lies in at least one of the circles 
(1: jil - Be(s)\ < [h(s)]-lLh(s)}, s E s, 
with its center deleted but eventually returned as an element of o(B). 
In the case of integral operators, the Gershgorin circle with index 
s is (1: lil - Be(s)\ < [h(s)]-l Js Z(s, t)h(t) o+(t)), resembling the matrix 
formula (1: IA - b,,l < h,-1 cyel &hj}. 
The proof of Proposition 5 requires several facts about positive operators. 
Their more general formulation (in terms of partially ordered spaces) can 
be found in [5]. 
LEMMA 2. If L E B(X), L 3 0 then r(L) E o(L), and if p > 0 then 
(P - -L-l 3 0 iff B > r(L). 
If, in addition, L is compact and r(L) > 0 then r(L) E o,(L) zwith a 
positive eigenvector. 
Proof. See [3, Theorem 5.3.31 and [7, Theorem 2.91 (Krejn-Rutman 
Theorem). 
LEMMA 3. (Comparison Theorem). If 0 < H1 < H, then r(H,) < 
W2). 
Proof. The proof is in [9, Theorem 3.21. 
DEFINITION 2. An operator T E B(X) is called an M-operator if T-l 
exists, T-l 3 0 and for some M > 0, cc - T 3 0. 
LEMMA 4. Let g E X be real-valued, and H E B(X), H > 0. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M, - H is an M-operator; 
(ii) There is w > 0 such that g 2 oe, and r(M,-lH) < 1; 
(iii) inf Re o(M, - H) > 0. 
Proof. (i) S- (ii) : Write g = (e + g+) - (e + g-), so M, - H being 
an M-operator implies 
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0 < (M, - fvMe+g+ = [l - Me+g+(Me+g- + fml; 
by Lemmas 2 and 3, p = r(M,;\+Metg_) < T[M,+~+(M,+~- -t WI < 1, 
hence (e + g-)/(e + g+) ,( p and g = g+ - g- 3 (p-r - l)(e i- g-) 3 
&r - l)e. With this, (M, - H)-rM, = (1 - M,-lH)-l > 0 showing 
that r(M,-lH) < 1, again by Lemma 2. 
(ii) => (iii): For some ,8 > 0, g < /le. Therefore 
o < (1 - M,-IH)-lM,-r = (M, - H)-l = [P - (B - M, + WY, 
sothatB>r(&M,+N) =supRea(P-MM,+H) =fi-infReo(M,-H), 
hence inf Re a(M, - H) > 0. 
(iii) => (i): With the same /i’ as above, we have ,8 - (M, - H) = 
Moe+ $- H > 0; from (iii), r(P - M, + H) = /I - inf Re o(M, - H) < 
8, SO that 0 < [p - (B - M, + H)]-l = (M, - H)-l and M, - H is an 
M-operator. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 5. Obviously, R,, c R,. By Proposition 1, 
R, c R,. 
R, G R3: If A $ Rz then IL - Bl - L is an M-operator and we can 
define F, = (1 - IA - Bj-lL)- le, so that 12 > e, 11 - BI-lLh = h - e, and 
for every f E X, we have 
(M,-l(1 - BI-lLM,f( 6 ((f((. (h - e)/Jz but (12 - e)/h < (1 - ((h/l-l)e 
showing that IIM,-112 - BI-lLM,II < 1, i.e., A$ Rz. 
From Lemma 4, we have Rs E Ri,. 
To prove that R4 E: RI, let 1 E R,; if A E a(B) then ;1 E R, since 
0 <L. Otherwise, r( (A - BI-lL) = z-l > 1. Define H, = z(/l - B) IA- BI-lL, 
so that H, < L. If i - B - H, were invertible then so would be 
(A - B)-l(il - B - H,) = 1 - tll- BI-lL but 1 = r(tjA - BI-lL)~o(tlA - 
B(-IL), a contradiction showing that A E R,. 
If L is compact then so is IL - B(-lL; for the same t as above, 1 - 
rll - BI-lL vanishes at a positive vector y E X and so does 1 - B - H,. 
Consequently, A E R1,. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. Given c( > 0, compute the union of the spectra of all 
T, : T,fb) = sf(s) + J: l(s> t)f(t) dt (s 6 [O, 11, f continuous) with all possible 
1 E CKO, 11 x LO, 111, I4% 41 d a. 
We choose to compute R, from Proposition 5. To this end, define 
S, : S,f(s) = cc/A - s/-l 1; f(t) dt. Th is is a one-dimensional operator, and 
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r(S,) = cc st l;i - tl-l dt. For il = ,U + iv with Y # 0, the substitution 
t = p + +IY~(u - v-l) gives 
r(S,) = crln 1-p+_t)3,--1_ p + PI ___ - 
- P + IAl 
-. 
GI1n-l+p+~A-lI 
After an algebraic manipulation and taking limits as v -+ 0 while p 4 [0, 11, 
we get 
r(S,) = aln!g + I’- ‘I + ’ for /I$[0 11. 
(jl(+(R-11(-l ’ 
Hence, R, = (I: r(S,) 3 1 or 0 < 3, < l} = {A : (/I/ + (2 - l( < cth(l/2a)}, 
which is an ellipse with foci 0 and 1. 
The purpose of the following is to show that the original Gershgorin 
circles give the best spectrum estimate for a suitable (and quite reasonable) 
class of operators. 
PROBLEM (B). 39 and 9’ are the same as in Problem (A); N contains 
the supremum norm on X alone, and H < L means IHf( 
fEX. 
PROPOSITION 6. Given L E 9, HE B(X) in Problem 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) H <L. 
(ii) H -& L’; 
(iii) for all aE X, a 3 0, IIM,HIJ < (IM,L(/; 
< Ilfll. Le for all 
(B), the following 
(iv) if q, ii represent H, L, respectively, as in Proposition 3, then for all 
s E S, var(qs, S) < n,(S) holds. 
Consequently, (B) is a Gershgorin problem. 
REMARK. In the matrix case, H < L means cSZI J&l < c&I J,j 
(s = 1,. . ., n). Observe that a given L majorizes much more operators 
than in Problem (A). 
Proof. (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by the same reason as in Proposi- 
tion 4. 
(i) 2 (iii): Let u 3 0, llf(l < 1. By (i), \Hf(s)/ < Le(s) for all s E S, so 
la(s)W(s)I < a(+Ws),h ence IM,Hf (s) I< I IM,LelI = ) JM,L 1) since M,L > 0, 
therefore JIM,HI( < /(M,Ljj. 
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(iii) 3 (i) : Let f E X, s E S, E > 0, and define a : a(s) = [E + b(s)]-‘. 
By(iii),II~,Hf/IG IIM,HII * Ilflj<llflI * IIMJII = Ijfll - llM&ll = llflIw,,S 
[E + L~(s)]-~LE(s) < Ilfll, i.e., [E + Le(s)]-lIHf(s)/ < lJfJ/ for all s ES. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, IIif I < IjflI * Le, as required. 
(i) 3 (iv) : Let s E S, E > 0. Since var(qs, S) = supIIrllG1/Js f dy,), 
there is an f with llfll < 1 and var(r,, S) < e + IIs f drSl = E + IHf (s) / < 
E + Le(s) = E + A,(S). Hence, var(r,, S) < 3,,(S) for all s E S. 
(iv) - 0): For f E X, s E S, IHf(s) / = IJs f drlsl < IIfl/ var(rlsJ S) < 
I/flI. US) = llfll - MS). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7. For every B E 98 and L E 9 in Problem (B), 
o(B) UHyLo,(B + H) = u 4B + H) = G,,,(B, L) 
H-CL 
= y {A: l;i - Be(s) I < Le(s)}. 
Proof. The first inclusion is obvious, the second follows from Proposi- 
tions 1 and 6, and the third equality was proved in the remark following 
Proposition 5, if we take F, = e. To conclude the proof, let i E Gmi,(B, L), 
A q! a(B). Then there are s$ E S and a complex number t such that 0 < 
Irl ,< 1 and 2 - Be(s*) = zLe(s*). Define F, = TLe, v = (A - B)-lh, and 
H: Elf(s) = h(s)f(s*). We have H < L because for f E X, IHf(s)l = 
l+4s) If(s*) I < /If I IWs) ; furthe r, n(s*) = [A - Be(s*)]-ltLe(s*) = 1 (in 
particular, v # 0), and finally (2 - B - H)v(s) = (I - B)v(s) - Hv(s) = 
h(s) - h(s)v(s*) = 0, thus exhibiting v as an eigenvector of B + H 
corresponding to 1. Q.E.D. 
REMARKS. Note that in the matrix setting of Problem (B), it is more 
natural to allow perturbations of a given diagonal matrix which are not 
strictly off-diagonal, as in [13]. Examples showing that this allowance 
is essential can be constructed. 
D. D. Olesky and the author [6] proved an analogue of Proposition 7 
for partitioned matrices. 
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